Britain: Thomas Holcroft's A Tale of Mystery, an adaptation of Pixérécourt's Coelina (1800) was the first British play to call itself 'a New Melo-Drama' and was first performed at the 'legitimate' Covent Garden on 13 November 1802. As Dickens argues in his seminal essay, 'The Amusements of the People' (1850), melodrama resembles 'the Italian Opera' in that it speaks through 'conventional passion': 'So do extremes meet', Dickens writes, 'and so there is some hopeful congeniality between what will excite MR.
WHELKS, and what will rouse a Duchess'. 8 Melodrama proved popular with audiences at the dawn of an era which witnessed the expansion of cultural as well as political access because it offered an inclusive, populist aesthetics. Various subgenres of melodrama emerged during the nineteenth century -for example, the Gothic, the romantic, the domestic (including factory melodrama) and crime melodrama -and some theatres chose to specialise in particular subgenres (most memorably, Astley's specialised in equestrian melodrama). While some subgenres were more topical, political and 'realist' in subject matter than others, all drew on a basic aesthetic template which proved portable to other genres and periods (the novel and film, for example). Most melodrama fulfils the infamous definition of fiction supplied by Miss Prism -'The good ended happily, and the bad unhappily. That is what Fiction means' -but even those few plays that do not end happily tend to deploy fantastic, stylised modes of representation. 9 Melodrama presents what Michael R. Booth describes as 'an allegory of human experience dramatically ordered', even when that allegory is welded to what David Mayer calls 'immediate social circumstances and concerns'. 10 It depends on an externalised aesthetics which simplifies and externalises that which is normally invisible or hidden. Character, for example, is transparent and one-dimensional.
Good people look good and bad people look bad (and often ugly). Techniques like tableaux and tableaux vivants, whereby actors freeze in symbolically significant poses reminiscent of framed narrative art, typify its language of the visual. At its best, melodrama can effect what Peter Brooks calls 'the expressionism of the moral imagination'. 11 Dialogue is functional at best and characters communicate as much through physiognomy, gesture, music and the body as they do through language.
Melodrama is, as Dickens highlights, an intensely emotional genre, in which a passion felt is a passion expressed.
The premium placed by melodrama on a language of emotion that is often either non-verbal or simplistically verbal made it, for many years, a difficult object of study for an academy that had not developed an adequate language for the academic study of emotion, and was indeed ambivalent about whether emotion, with its seemingly humanist baggage, was a fitting object of academic study at all. It is crucial that the rapidly growing academic interest in 'affect' and emotion today takes into account the centrality of melodrama to nineteenth-century structures of feeling. It is not emotion alone that has acted as a barrier to academic enquiry into melodrama, however: the aesthetic simplicity of melodrama, its 'non-elite' audiences, its demonstrative rather than analytical mode, and its devaluation of both spoken and written language meant that it was fundamentally threatening to Victorian and early twentieth-century notions of Literature and Culture, on which academic study of the Arts was based.
II
Critical orthodoxy positions the publication of Peter Brooks' The Melodramatic Imagination (1976) as the initiating moment in the 'serious' study of melodrama. Brooks' central thesis was that 'the melodramatic mode' is a means of 'uncovering, demonstrating, and making operative the essential moral universe in a post-sacred era'. 12 His use of tools like psychoanalysis and expressionism to analyse the melodramatic 'mode' (rather than genre), as it manifested itself in the novels of canonical writers like Balzac and Henry James, was groundbreaking. However, in many ways, Brooks makes melodrama acceptable to literary studies rather than rethinking literary studies via melodrama; he removes melodrama from its original ideological and theatrical contexts and, in framing characters as 'psychic signs', buries the cultural politics of melodrama's lack of interest in the psyche. 13 Brooks' work is perhaps atypical of studies of melodrama, however, which can perhaps most helpfully (though heuristically and not exclusively) be seen via three different threads: 'theatrical' studies which focus on theatre as theatre, and/or theatre history; genre studies, which include, but extend beyond, a significant body of work on the The internet is not simply broadening access to the play as print object but also to theatrical 'ephemera' -not in fact ephemeral to scholars' interest in the material conditions and cultural production of nineteenth-century melodrama. 
III
Where melodrama has the potential to transform our understanding of the nineteenth century, as well as to reshape major contemporary debates, is in two key areas: melodrama is crucial, as I have mentioned, to anyone with an interest in 'affect' or the question of feeling; and it should also rightly be pivotal to the history and theory of modernity. Even before Henry James lamented that melodrama audiences attended the theatre 'to look and listen, to laugh and cry-not to think', the centrality of emotion both to melodrama and responses to melodrama has been obvious. 38 In The Life of the Drama, Eric Bentley lands a critical wallop for those who enjoy melodramatic emotion and indeed contends that emotion is what gives melodrama its value:
The tears shed by the audience at a Victorian melodrama […] might be called the poor man's catharsis, and as such have a better claim to be the main objective of popular melodrama than its notorious moral pretensions.
[…] Once we have seen that the modern antagonism to self-pity and sentiment goes far beyond the rational objections that may be found to them, we realise that even the rational objections are in some measure mere rationalization. Attacks on false emotion often mask a fear of emotion as such. Ours is, after all, a thin-lipped, thin-blooded culture. 39 There have been few better defences of the centrality of emotion to popular art, not simply because Bentley's own words are impassioned, but because they convey an astute sense of the political as well as aesthetic and personal value of the melodramatic experience of feeling. Even on the left, among those who want to value the 'tears shed' by those outside the cultural elite, there has been a marked tendency to suspect emotional responses to mass culture as false consciousness. Although the sophistication of Marxist readings of popular culture in general means that this is changing, melodrama critics have always been forced by their object of study to think about emotion in complex ways, even before the rise of 'affect' up the critical agenda. Thus Jane Shattuc's essay, '"Having a Good Cry over The Color Purple"' is a groundbreaking analysis of the relationship between 'affect' and agency in melodrama whose usefulness extends beyond the text, genre and theories under discussion. 40 Shattuc argues brilliantly that 'all melodramas produce a double hermeneutic: a positive one which draws on the emotional power of authentic liberatory aspirations […] and a negative one which recuperates the Utopian impulse in complicity with an oppressive ideology'. 41 Whether or not we agree that the negative hermeneutic outweighs the positive, the idea of doubleness offers critics of feeling and popular culture a way out of the impasse which the familiar oppositional terms of debate (containment vs.
resistance) precludes. Likewise Simon Shepherd's 'Pauses of Mutual Agitation' is an
astute questioning of 'the assumed simplicity of melodrama's ethical emotions and fantasy solutions', which queries in particular the common critical assumption that melodramatic endings capture the conservative ideology of the whole. 42 Shepherd argues that 'points of arrival are not necessarily points of achieved stability'. 43 Shepherd's essay again has far broader potential, enabling critics instinctively opposed to the idea that happy endings necessarily signify conservatism a way out of the logic of pessimism that so often frames academic discussion of the politics of emotion, despite the availability of more optimistic political voices (Gramsci, Bakhtin, Althusser).
The reality may be that we can learn more from melodramatic emotion if we reassess our own academic templates through its lens than if we interpellate it into a prevailing academic discourse by which it is reconstituted and contained. There is an unusual consensus among critics about the importance of the influence of nineteenth-century melodrama on film. In his influential essay on the roots of the Hollywood family melodrama of the mid-twentieth century, for example, Thomas
Elsaesser traces its ancestry to nineteenth-century melodrama, yet expands this to include a discussion of ideological and aesthetic features of melodrama in Europe and America across different periods. 48 Elsaesser sees melodrama as an ideologically flexible form and links its evolution to class struggle (particularly the ascendancy of the middle class over the aristocracy). Laura Mulvey's essay, '"It Will Be a Magnificent Obsession": The ) is an ambitious exploration of the specific roots of early film in nineteenth-century melodrama and the processes of industrial modernisation, as well as the relationship between the concepts of melodrama and modernity more broadly. 51 It is undeniable that the screen has enabled the survival of the melodramatic mode in post-Victorian mass culture, but the continued appeal of melodrama in different media -for example, film, television, print and broadcast journalism, the popular novel, opera, sport -suggests that there is something about the melodramatic mode that goes beyond particular media and resonates in fundamental ways in the industrial and post-industrial eras. If we choose to associate the idea of modernity with the post-French Revolution period, then the concepts of melodrama and modernity become mutually constitutive. 52 In this sense, Peter Brooks was right to argue that we must 'recognize melodrama as a central fact of the modern sensibility'. 53 For Brooks, melodrama attempts to impart meaning to a post-sacred world:
modern art has typically felt itself to be constructed on, and over, the void, postulating meanings and symbolic systems which have no certain justification because they are backed by no theology and no universally accepted code.
[…] There is a desperate effort to renew contact with the scattered ethical and psychic fragments of the Sacred through the representation of fallen reality, insisting that behind reality, hidden by it yet indicated within it, there is a realm where large forces are operative […] . The melodramatic mode can be seen as an intensified, primary, and exemplary version of what the most ambitious art, since the beginnings of Romanticism, has been about. 54 It is in fact more common for melodrama to be seen as an antidote to 'the modern sensibility' than as its 'central fact' and to position high cultural movements like for the victims of the 1989 Hillsborough football disaster in which ninety-six Liverpool fans were killed. 55 While the response to Diana and Obama is doubtless not unrelated to celebrity culture, this does not negate the significance of the 'melodramatic' ways in which group emotion so often expresses itself. What public displays of grief seem to demonstrate is that 'we' do not live in a 'thin-lipped, thin-blooded culture', but that there is sometimes a failing -intellectual and emotional -to understand externalised, 'melodramatic' displays of mass emotion and to find ways to analyse them constructively.
14 These examples show both the ways in which our languages of feeling are heavily mediated by class and cultural formations and the ways in which they can cut across them.
While melodrama, with its ongoing associations with popular art, may have been repeatedly framed as 'Other' by the cultural elite, the melodramatic mode has been central to the experience of modernity for people across classes. As Dickens puts it in his defence of melodramatic feeling in Oliver Twist:
The transitions in real life from well-spread boards to death-beds, and from mourning weeds to holiday garments, are not a whit less startling [than those in stage melodrama]; only, there, we are busy actors, instead of passive lookers-on; which makes a vast difference. The actors in the mimic life of the theatre, are blind to violent transitions and abrupt impulses of passion or feeling which, presented before the eyes of mere spectators, are at once condemned as outrageous and preposterous. (Chapter 17)
The rational way to analyse melodramatic emotion -whether in art or in life -may be to associate it with false consciousness; but such analyses are what Bentley calls 'mere rationalization'. It is in fact far more difficult to try to account for the power of melodrama and melodramatic feeling in modern culture in ways that recognise both the experience of feeling and the larger formations of which this feeling is a part, than to assert, in the face of all evidence, that melodramatic emotion must be 'false emotion'.
Post-Script to Sally
Sally Ledger's work on melodrama recognised both the ways in which melodrama offered people a real voice and the place of that voice in the broader cultural and political dynamics of nineteenth-century Britain. Like her next planned major project, an exploration of why the idea of sentimentality has become a term of abuse, Sally's work on melodrama respected and sought to understand languages of emotion on their own terms as well as on her own. 
